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A generalization of Gaschiitz's theorem of sylowizers 
By G. ZAPPA in Florence and J. SZÉP in Budapest 
Let G be a finite g roup and R a /»-subgroup of G. The subgroup S of G is a 
sylowizer of R if R is a Sylow /»-group in S and S is maximal with this proper ty 
(in G) [1]. GASCHUTZ has given two sufficient conditions such that all sylowizers 
of R in G are conjugate. ISAACS has given an example where the sylowizers of a 
/»-group R in a finite group G are no t conjugate, that is, the conjugacy of the sylowizers 
of R is not true in general. In the first result GASCHUTZ proves that if G is a solvable 
(finite) group, P is a Sylow /»-group of G and R<iP, then all sylowizers of R in G 
are conjugate. As it is well known if G is a finite solvable group then the sylowizer 
of R has the factorization RC where (|J?|, |C|) = 1, that is, C is a complement of R 
in the sylowizer. In this note we give a generalization of the theory of GASCHUTZ. 
1. Let G be a finite group. II the set of all prime divisors of |G|, nczll, %'=Tl\n. 
We say that G satisfies the condition DK, of HALL if G has a Hall rc'-subgroup H 
and every Tt'-subgroup of G is contained in a conjugate of H. 
A relation Q defined on the set of the subgroups of G is said to be a T-relation 
if 1) RQC implies that R is a 7r-subgroup and C is a 7i'-subgroup; 2) RO {1} f o r every 
7r-subgroup R; 3) if (Clt C2) is a 7c'-subgroup then RgG, RgC2 imply Rg{Cx, C 2 ) ; 
4) RgC and a£G imply (a~1Ra)g(a'1 Ca). 
Fur thermore , let g be a T-relation defined in G, and R a 7i-subgroup in G. 
A s u b g r o u p C o f (J is an absolute g-complement of R if: 1) RQC holds; 2) C i s maximal 
with respect to 1), that is, there does no t exist a 7t'-subgroup such that C c Z ) and 
RGD. 
Let H be a Hall ^ ' -subgroup of G. The subgroup C of G is a relative g-comple-
ment of R in Hif: 1) CQH; 2) RgC holds; 3) C i s maximal with respect to 1) and 2). 
R e m a r k 1. If R is a ^ -subgroup of G, C is an absolute g-complement of R, 
H is a Hall 7t'-subgroup of G and CQH, then C is a t the same time a relative g-com-
plement of R. 
R e m a r k 2. If R is a 7t-subgroup and H is a Hall 7i '-subgroup of G then there 
exists exactly one relative g-complement of R in H. 
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To show this, consider the set I of subgroups X of H for which RgX. Then 
for Xy, X ^ I we have (by the definition of the ^-relations) (Xlt X2)£l and so there 
exists only one relative ^-complement of R in H. 
Examples for T-relations: 
RQ1 C if C is permutable with R, 
Rg2 C if C is permutable with all elements of R, 
Rg3 C if all elements of C are permutable with R, 
Rqí C if all elements of C are permutable with all elements of R. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be a finite group with property DK-, P a Hall n-subgroup 
of G and R a subgroup of P. Let Q be a T-relation between the n-subgroups and rí-sub-
groups of G and C an absolute Q-complement of R of maximal order. The relative 
Q-complements of R (in various Hall %'-subgroups of G) are all conjugates of C with 
respect to P and so are all absolute Q-complements of C if and only if a-1 RagC for 
every a£P. 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that the condition is necessary. Indeed, consider an 
element a f P . By hypothesis it is true that RgaCa"1 whence a~1RagC. 
The condition is sufficient. By hypothesis a~xRagC for every a£P. First of 
all we prove that aCais a relative g-complement for every adP (in a convenient 
Hall rc'-subgroup of G). Because a"1 RagC and g is a T-relation, RgaCaholds. 
Since Dn- is true, there exists a Hall rc'-subgroup H in G which contains the subgroup 
C, that is, a C a ^ Q a H a - 1 where a H a ^ 1 is a Hall rc'-subgroup of G. By Remark 2 
there is only one relative g-complement C of R in aHa~y. The subgroup C is con-
tained in an absolute g-complement C of R. Thus we get a C a _ 1 í C Q C and 
C^a~xCa^a~xCa. But C is an absolute ^-complement of R f rom which C=a~1Ca 
follows. So we have aCa~x—C. The subgroup aCa~x is a conjugate of C with respect 
to P and so every conjugate of C with respect to P is an absolute ¿»-complement of 
R. Finally (by Remark 1) aCa~x is a relative g-complement in every Hall 7t '-subgroup 
of G which contains it. 
It remains to prove that, conversely, if C is a relative ^ -complement of R con-
tained in a Hall 7r'-subgroup H of G then C is a conjugate of C with respect to P. 
Dn, holds in G, so we have CQd^Hd (d£G), The subgroup H=d~1Hd is a Hall 
Tt'-subgroup of G and we have the factorisation G=PH (Pf]H— 1). Hence d=ab 
(a£P, b£H) f rom which H=dHd-1 = abHb-1a-1 = aHa~1, that is, H=a~xHa (a^P). 
Since CQH=a~xHa one gets aCa~x^=H. Because a£P and by hypothesis a~xRagC 
therefore (g being a T-relation) RgaCa"1. Because aCa~1!^H and since C is the 
only relative ^-complement of R in H (by Remark 2) we get aCa'1 g C. The subgroup 
C is contained in an absolute g-complement C of R and therefore CQa~x CaQa~x Ca. 
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But then C—a~^Ca because C is supposed to be an absolute ^-complement of R. 
So we get aCa~1=C=C, and Theorem 3 is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Let G be a finite group with property Dn,, P a Hall n-subgroup 
of G and R a normal subgroup of P. Let q be a T-relation between re- and re'-subgroups. 
Then the relative g-complements of R (in the various Hall n'-subgroups of G) are 
conjugate with respect to P (and so are absolute Q-complements, too). 
P r o o f . Let C be an absolute ^-complement of R. Then RQC and a~1RagC 
for every a£P (a~1Ra = R). By Theorem 3 all relative ^-complements of R (in the 
various Hall re'-subgroups of G) are conjugates of C with respect to P and thus 
they are absolute ^-complements of R, too. 
2. Consider now the J'-relation g j . Let G be a finite group and R a re-subgroup 
of G. We say that the subgroup S of G is a n-sylowizer of R if 1) R is a Hall re-sub-
group of S, 2) S is maximal with respect to 1). If re contains only one prime num-
ber p then the re-sylowizer coincides with the sylowizer concept of GASCHUTZ [1]. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn.. Let R be a n-subgroup of G. Then S is a n-sylowizer of R if and only if 
S=RC where C is an absolute ox-complement of R. 
P r o o f . Let C be an absolute ^ -complement of R, that is, C and R are permut-
able and RC is a subgroup of G. R is a re-subgroup, C is a re'-subgroup which means 
that R is a Hall re-subgroup in RC. We prove now that RC is a sylowizer of R. Other-
wise there would be a subgroup £ of G such that RCC: S and R is a Hall re-subgroup 
of S. But by hypothesis S satisfies DN-, that is, C is contained in a Hall re'-subgroup 
C in S with S=RC. Hence RQ1 C, and because of CC we have a contradiction since 
C is an absolute -complement of R. 
Conversely, suppose that S is a re-sylowizer of R. Since every subgroup has 
property DK,, so does a Hall re'-subgroup C. By hypothesis R is a Hall re-subgroup 
of S f rom which we have S=RC, that is, Rqj^C. We prove that C is an absolute 
Qi-complement of R. Otherwise C would be contained in an absolute -complement 
C of R. Because of Ro1 C the subgroup C is permutable with R and in the same time 
S=RCcz RC where R is a Hall re-subgroup of RC. This is a contradiction because 
by hypothesis S is a sylowizer of R. It follows that C is an absolute ^ - comple -
ment of R. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn,. Let P be a Hall n-subgroup of P. Then the n-sylowizers of R are con-
jugate with respect to P. 
P r o o f . Let St and S2 be two re-sylowizers of R. By Theorem 5 we have S1 — 
=RC1, Sz=RC2 where Cj and C2 are absolute ^ -complemen t s of R. By Corollary 4 
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there exists an element a£P such that a~1C1a=C2• I t follows a'1 Sla=a~1RC1a= 
=(a~1Ra)(a~1C1a)—RC2=S2, that is, S± and S2 are conjugate with respect to P. 
In particular, the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied fo r solvable groups . 
If TI contains only one pr ime number then we get Theorem 1 of GASCHÜTZ [1]. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn.. Let P be a Hall n-subgroup of G and R a subgroup of P. Suppose that 
G—PH where H is a Hall n'-subgroup of G. Then the n-sylowizers of R are conjugate if 
one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
a) G=NG{R)-NG{H\ 
b) G=NG(C1)-NG(H), 
c) G = NG(R)-NG(C1).JVC(H), 
where Cx is a relative o^-complement of R in a sylowizer of R. 
P r o o f , a) Let S1 and S2 be two sylowizers of R. By Theorem 5 we have S1=RC1, 
S2=RC2. We may suppose that CjQH (property £>„.). Again by proper ty DK, the 
subgroup C2 is contained in a conjugate a"1 Ha where a£NG(R) in virtue of a). 
However then Ci and C 2 as the only relative ¿^-complements in H and 
in a_1Ha, respectively, are also conjugate: C2~a~xCxa, tha t is, S2=RC2 = 
=Ra-1C1a=a~1Raa~1C1a=a-1S1a. 
b) In this case we prove that S 1 = i ? C 1 is the only sylowizer of R in G. Suppose 
that R has two sylowizers S1—RC1, S2=RC2 (ClQH). By hypothesis C2 is conta ined 
in b~xHb where b(iNG{Cx). I t follows C^H^b^Hb. But RCX and RC2 are 
sylowizers of R and Clt C2 are contained in b~xHb. So we have Cx = C 2 . 
c) Again let S1(=RC1) and S2(—RC2)be two sylowizers of R in G and CXQH. 
By hypothesis (property D¿) there are two elements a£NG(R), b£Na(C¿) such 
that C^QabHb^a-1 f r om which we get C2=ab C^b^a'1 with C3QH. Hence 
a~1Ra=R is permutable with bC^b~x. But bC3b-1<gbHb~i, tha t is, C x and bC3b~x 
are relative ^ - c o m p l e m e n t s of R in bHb-1, that is, C1 = CS. Thereby we get C 2 = 
a C j a - 1 . 
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